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INTRODUCTION

In July 1969 an entire planet watched with awe, but also with evident pride, the first
manned lunar landing. The technological society that achieved such results thirty years ago
was very different from that of today. Fax was not yet invented, nor the electronic handheld
calculator, the personal computer and its rich software for CAD or aerodynamics studies,
neither sophisticated flight simulators, e-mail or Internet, the cellular phone or the glass
cockpit. The Moon was reached with slide rule and paper pad engineering tools.

Today, thirty years and a full generation of technical progress later, we have new and
more advanced tools like the space shuttle and station. We are much better equipped for more
ambitious missions such as a permanent settlement on the Moon or a manned flight to Mars.
But this time we must go to stay and establish a permanently manned base from where we
can explore and develop the new territories. To do that, we must achieve an economic and
affordable space transportation system and the required infrastructures such as orbital and
local bases.

As demonstrated by Apollo, the most difficult part is not the first flight, but the return
missions when the main challenges will be over and all activities will become routine.
 The constant return to the planet is the main condition and prerequisite for a successful
colonization plan and it must be supported by the manned base as part of an integrated Master
Plan for planetary exploration and development.

There are several reasons for the development of a permanent base on Mars let’s
consider some of them:

From the operational and logistic point of view, food production, air, water, fuel and
construction materials are essential requirements. It’s not feasible with current technology to
bring from Earth all the necessary supplies. Not only air and water but also food and
beverages. We need a location for their production.

Without a shelter and an operational base no activity can be proficiently performed.
The fact that we are at two years round trip from Earth and not a few days like on the Moon
is an additional motivation for self-sufficiency.

After a long flight characterized by lack of living space, lack of privacy, scarcity of
water for washing, monotonous food, continuous danger, suppressed tensions between
multicultural crew with a high potential for clashes -- similar to the situation aboard a nuclear
sub but without the possibility of quitting or debarking -- there is a psychological need to
have a shelter that can be recognized as home. Furthermore, every activity needs a starting
place from where control and perform its operations. Without the right logistic support they
become burdensome and ineffective.
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The base will become the central and main point for planning and managing any
Martian initiative. It will fulfill the need for a place to come back to after the first landing -- a
place that can grow with the contribution of every successive user.

THE BASE FUNCTIONS

Having established the main motivations for a permanent base let’s analyze its main
functions. Those described are not for a final or for an initial base configuration since any
size can be considered in accordance with the mission requirements. In theory the spacecraft
that supplied long duration life support systems to the Mars bound crew, could be considered
a space station since it can fulfill most functions. For the reasons listed before the lander
shouldn’t be the main station while it could be used as a back-up station in an emergency
situation.

We can divide the fundamental functions and requirements for a permanent base in
four categories.

a. Main functions

The base must supply individual and collective residential units for the crew which
will allow an acceptable degree of privacy including all support facilities such as collective
and service space for cafeteria and relax, food storage and preparation, laundry and
maintenance, personal care, medical and fitness facilities. For work activities there must be
facilities for command control and communications, research and laboratory facilities for
geological, photographic, medical, mapping, weather monitoring, exploration and other
scientific activities including a dedicated chemical laboratory.

b. Support Facilities

These facilities must include pilot plants for life support materials processing
consumables such as air, water, and fuel, with all related storage requirements:

-Land vehicles shelter, repair and maintenance
-Food production (vegetable cultivation and animal breeding facilities) and
construction materials
-Workshop with related equipment, storage and supplies

c. Infrastructure

-Spaceport and related facilities including a refueling station and lander repair and
maintenance
-power production and distribution
-waste treatment
-water distribution and sewage system
-communication facilities
-roads and paved areas

d. Equipment

Everything needed for the activities listed above
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DESIGN PARAMETERS

To design and build a base in a distant celestial body a completely new approach and
totally different parameters must be considered than to perform the same in our planet.

We want to analyze some of them by main categories.

a. Location

Site selection is perhaps the most important parameter since from the location will
depend the general configuration and equipment of the planned base:

-Topography will define its layout and physical shape
-The amount of rocket energy to reach the site its planetary location
-General climate, temperature extremes, wind conditions, availability of materials on
site will shape and define its requirements, the dimensions, the equipment needed and
many other design factors.
-As mentioned previously the presence of potential water in the vicinity could be a
major factor in planning, as the presence of minerals that could be utilized for
processing in life support elements like air, fuel, construction materials or soil for
agriculture.

b. General design

The proposed system must contain the maximum flexibility in order to be utilized in
most situations allowing the maximum layout possibilities with the minimum number of
components. It should be modularly coordinated and allow an easy assembly of its
components. The base will be a continuous construction site. The building modules should be
designed to allow maximum expansion of the base components in any direction. Safety and
radiation protection, maximum but safe utilization of local materials and simplicity of
operations\user friendly system are other necessary parameters for evaluating alternatives.
Shirtsleeve environment and minimum need to perform exterior base operations needs to be
considered.

c. Earth-manufactured components

The Earth manufactured components should be in minimum quantities due to the high
cost of transportation, the small volume available and the heavy weight associated with
construction components.  Those that must be carried must be light, compact and stackable to
minimize the volume necessary for transportation.

d. Mars assembly

For ease of handling and speed of assembly, the modular panels or building blocks
should be of a dimension and weight that allows the assembly with small equipment, with the
minimum number of components and connections in the fastest way.

THE BASE CONFIGURATION
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Utilizing the newly established design parameters we can start analyzing with them
the different base configurations based on previous research.

                                                   Alternatives Configurations

a. Canister type configuration

Main advantages
-Good quality module construction being all produced in Earth’s factories.

Main disadvantages:
-Transportation requirements, big empty volume, heavy and cumbersome, no more than one
on each trip while we need many more even for the first station.
-Handling, the need for heavy hoisting and handling systems that will add additional room
and payload requirements to the spacecraft
-Quantity and time, at the rate of one per trip the base would be operational after several
years and follow-up missions

b. The dome (Earth-built geometrical components assembled on site)

Main advantages
-Plenty of room to perform the activities

Main disadvantages
-Time, it will take years to build and assemble. Being the only base the explorers will have to
live for a long amount of time out of the landing vehicle
-Dimensions too big. It requires heavy handling and erection equipment
-Safety No alternative in case of accidents or emergencies

This alternative could be recommended for a later phase when the base is established and
time is not the essence for big volume buildings.

c. Independent and self-sufficient modular units

Main advantages:
-The system only needs a few forms from Earth and finished equipment. The main part of the
components will be Mars produced, saving time, travel, and money.
-Dimensions: Small components easy to handle and not requiring heavy equipment
-Modularity: Minimum number of modular components could be used for the whole base
-Flexibility, easy expansion, reusable, good radiation protection.
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-Circular shape because is self-enclosing, self-standing and only need a single type of
modular panel with a limited number of connections.

Main disadvantage:
-Has to be partially assembled on site.

The latter system seems the most promising and suitable to be considered.

THE BASIC  COMPONENTS

The basic components of the small modular system as the recommended
configuration are the operational unit, the connector and the airlock\filter.

                                                          Basic Components

The units are small, circular and dome-like buildings around 8m diameter, with a
maximum height at the center of about 3,5m while their area will be around 500 sq.ft.
Despite their size they can house all the functions as described previously, individually or in
any combination.

The first station should be built with two missions: an unmanned followed by a
manned one. The station will require two units, a multipurpose one and another, called
service, for a vehicle garage and related facilities including the airlock.

The multipurpose unit must house all residential functions, like sleeping and personal
space and related requirements, such as food preparation and storage, fitness, personal care
and also the working needs like a command\control and communications facility and
chemical laboratory. Its capacity will be for 6 crewmembers.
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The service unit will contain all equipment for sheltering and maintenance of the land
vehicles, storage space for local materials, equipment and spares, an equipped workshop,
locker facilities for exterior activities and an additional toilet. This unit will be connected to

the exterior with the airlock.
                                                                Modular Units

While the heavy, radiation protective exterior modules are all Mars produced, the
interior is equipped with Earth manufactured specialized self-sufficient modules, containing
all furniture and furnishing and allowing the minimum space utilization for a specific
function.

The main Earth manufactured modules for the residential units will consist of the
sleeping, working and communicating module for the individual rooms, the basin, toilet,
shower, storage and check-up for the personal care. In designing this module some particular
features must be considered, like a paperless toilet and check-up equipment that will allow
easy early morning medical controls to all crewmembers.  Such equipment, being
automatically connected to the doctor’s records, can immediately show any alteration from
the average conditions.

Dedicated panels will also be designed for the other functions such as working
activities and supporting functions such as food storage and preparation, cafeteria,
maintenance and laundry, general storage and fitness.

The food preparation module will include an automatic kitchen, fireless and without
 pots and pans, that can retrieve and prepare lyophilized or other type of food in
unconventional ways. A diminutive patch of land could be used as a garden for food
production plants. That green area can give a relaxing and familiar feeling and a sense of
participation to individuals.

Utilities will be centrally supplied but the units will be planned to be self-sufficient.
This means that water, air, waste recycling and disposal, even power generation could be
provided with small equipment located in the unit or its vicinity but non-dependent on a
bigger centralized unit.
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The station will be completed with two inflatable food production units, one for
vegetable cultivation and the other for animal breeding.  In later missions single units will be
dedicated to each one of this functions allowing a planned expansion.

                                                     Personal Space Modules

                                                        Personal Care Modules

The units will be accessible through “connectors”, corridor-type spaces of modular
construction that will guarantee a shirtsleeve environment for the entire station that will be
entirely enclosed and airtight without requiring large air volumes. Two types of connectors
will be considered: the main (3.60m wide) and the secondary (2.40m wide) connectors.

The main one will represent the vital link of the base connecting and serving all
operational units. The connector will carry all utilities including future mag-lev transportation
systems, small for parcels and bigger for passengers. The connector will be built with the
same system as the units but with different size modules that will allow future expansion in
every direction. The utilities and all services will run in accessible racks in floor or overhead
ducts for ease of maintenance.

The passage between the interior and the outside of the station will be guaranteed by
“filters or airlocks”, equipped passageways that will assure the air-tight passage and clean the
incoming men and equipment of all the Martian dust and other unwanted elements. The filter
will be a dedicated unit, strategically located, built with the same concept of the connectors
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and attached to the service unit but with the precise function of optimizing its dedicated
function: the safe passage between the interior of the base and the outside. This is a delicate
activity that requires dedicated procedures and special equipment. The filter will be equipped
with automatic controlled openings in both directions, inbound and outbound, a cleaning area
through a ceiling air laminar flow or some other more sophisticated systems, a dust and sand
collector and disposal equipment under the grilled floor.

Lockers and toilets will complete the facility.

The main advantage of this system is that with a single construction module for each
component, all the requirements of each function can be satisfied, without the need of
specialized construction. The basic construction modules will be entirely Mars-produced
utilizing only the Earth-produced forms. They will be assembled, joined and sealed together
to shape the units and the connectors.

                                                          Expansion Possibilities
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                 Food Preparation Module-Automatic lyophilized food cooking microsystem
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The floors of the units and connectors will be pressed sand and stone material,
covered by a linoleum type, sealant free membrane, with provisions for the underground
passage of utilities and with a foundation slot to accommodate the construction panels and
allow them to be self standing. Eventually an inflatable structure could be initially utilized
and later covered. These two main components, joined together, will allow the maximum
flexibility and every type of expansion possibility in future missions.

THE MODULAR EXTRATERRESTRIAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM (MECS)

To assemble the first unit the previous manufacturing of the construction module or
building blocks will be necessary. We can divide the needed components into two main
categories; the Earth manufactured components and the Martian produced.

The first type of component is a modular panel system with double function, to be
used as forms for the construction modules that will shape the exterior walls, while in the
interior as a flexible support that could be properly equipped for any required function. The
panels will be compact and extremely thin in metal sheet molded and prepainted or composite
material, easily stackable in order to minimize space and weight during transportation.
Joined together the panels will form a sealed container to be filled with local selected regolith
that will become the construction module while in the side facing the interior they will act as
a support for the specialized equipment to be installed as designed. An important design
feature of the panels will be the possibility to change the function by removing and
substituting the attached equipment. Such capability will be very useful in the future
utilization when it may be necessary to modify the existing functional units to other
functions, in accordance with layout and Master Plan requirements.

After proper Earth and Mars based testing and experiments have established which
Martian materials are the most suitable, they will be utilized as filler to manufacture the
construction module. Such regolith or local material should be selected from the site clearing
and excavation material and assembled in a proper location to be processed and insert in the
forms. At the storage area a hopper, with related conveyor belts will transfer the material to
the forms.  After its completion the modules could be erected and assembled by man with the
help of a small movable multipurpose vehicle, crane, excavator, roller etc to be part of the
first manned landing equipment. The panel will be self-standing and will carry its own load
but for additional safety they will be supported in the center of the unit by a central column.
Compaction, sealing and other final treatment with specialized equipment will also be
necessary.

In future missions, in case a local material with similar properties to Earth concrete
will be found, the panels could still be utilized as reusable forms, for prefab reinforced panels
of the same size and shape.  This will result in an enormous saving in time and costs since
there will be no need to bring further panels from Earth.

In the full page drawing is visualized the sequence of operations as described above.
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Construction Sequence
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THE  SCHEDULE

Having established the base configuration and construction system we can now
discuss a possible Master Plan and its schedule. The Master Plan, after completion of the
station will be dependent of the needed Earth-Mars transportation system infrastructure that
will allow a reliable and economic access to space in general and to Mars in particular.

Let’s analyze the strategies of the proposed Plan for the construction of the first Mars
station, which can further be developed into an advance base... We can divide the plan in
three major phases.

a.  The preliminary phase -- activities prior to the first manned landing

It will consist in an unmanned mission that will land at the selected site and carry all
life-support (air, water, and fuel) production equipment, including communications, power
generators and all construction systems.  The life support systems should automatically start
operating producing the needed materials and storing them for future utilization. Part of the
lander should be capable of departing from the planet to an orbiting spacecraft

                                             Preliminary Phase-Unmanned Activities

b.  Initial phase: station construction activities at the first landing

The first activities scheduled for the Martian pioneers will be to control, overhaul and
activate if necessary, the previously installed processing facilities for the production of life
support systems materials and components and increase such capability by connecting and
set-up all new equipment. Martian multipurpose vehicles and construction material
processing will be included in this mission together with the interior modules of the station,
plant and animals.  Once all equipment is set up station construction could start clearing the
site for paving roads and foundation excavation.

Install in the designated pads the inflatable facilities, units, connectors and filters for
vehicle shelter and repair and food production, including soil preparation, irrigation system,
waste and recycling.  Once the facilities will be operational start planting.
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Build and assemble with Mecs l system and Earth produced panels the two modular
units, the multipurpose and vehicle shelter with airlock, together with their connectors. By the
end of the first mission the station will be finished and will have a capacity for 6 persons.

                                                   Initial Phase-The Station

c. Advanced phase: Future missions

As the number of missions keeps increasing the station will continue its planned
expansion. The advanced phase includes all the activities to be performed after the station
completion.  Once the station will be operational other requirements and design parameters
will be considered.  At the end of a complete phase of expansion the station and its expanded
facilities will be considered a base.

To complete the base other systems can integrate the original ones. In this case the
construction system can be more sophisticated or time consuming such as the construction of
big volumes with prefab components, such as configuration b, previously discussed or the
utilization of prefab columns and beam construction for large plants.

The advanced base will have room for 50 persons.  In the meantime, during the
planned exploration plan, additional stations could be built in other Martian locations in an
integrated network of facilities.  In a more remote future the base expansion will lead to the
first Martian settlements.
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                                                Advanced Phase- The Base
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                                               Advanced Phase- Functional Units

CONCLUSION

Five hundred years ago, John the Navigator and Vasco da Gama, Queen Isabel and
Columbus had the vision, the determination and the power to change the world.  The passage
to the Indies and America were discovered and the world changed.  Forty years ago president
Kennedy and Von Braun shared the same vision and the Moon was reached. But this time the
world didn’t change because there was no follow-up.  The winning combination requires a
leader and a dreamer.

The reasons and the needs to colonize space are more compelling than ever before.
We need a master plan for outer space colonization to be implemented for our own survival
as a species.
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We have a long way to go. But even the longest road has a beginning. And the beginning is
now.

We have to explore, colonize and terraform Mars as a first step towards an expansion
into the solar system. We need to leave Sol, explore and settle in other solar systems
The stars must be our destination.

 Let’s leave our cradle and go!


